


Farmery finance is a decentralized staking/lottery 
protocol, users are able to participate in our win-win 
lottery; a new way to stake and earn, earn big prizes 
on top of your current staking rewards. Our unique 
protocol comes with an ever-generating Prize pot.  A 
truly unique protocol offering a yield generation 
method like never before.
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Select a yield farm and stake your tokens into the pool. 
You will immediately start earning interest on your 
assets each and every day. Your deposit gives you 
tickets for the prize draw of the selected pool. The 
more you stake the higher your chances become of 
winning the pot. The Prize pot Gets split equally over 3 
winners and makes up a total of 70% of the pot.



1% goes towards covering platform fees, 4% Will be 
used in a buyback to feed new staking rewards to the 
pool, and the remaining 25% Will Go towards the next 
pot to supply an initial reward for the new round.



The token will continue to generate a Prize inflow with 
its generated trading volume 



Prize draws happen every 3 days, for this duration, 
your tokens are locked inside of the staking pool 
accruing rewards. It is possible to withdraw any 
amount of your locked tokens during this lockup 
phase, you will however be deducted a 19% fee on 
leaving the pool early. 





WIN-WIN PROTOCOL
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after the prize has been drawn the pool will go into a 
cooldown period that will last for 24 hours, during this 
cooldown period you will continue to earn from your 
staked tokens. While the pool is on cooldown you are 
able to withdraw your tokens without triggering the 
extra lottery fee. after the cooldown period has ended 
a new lotto cycle will start.



Users have up until the new round start to claim their 
winnings, Once a new draw is made all previously 
unclaimed winnings will be forfeited and rolled over to 
the next prize pot. 



There’s nothing better than a deposit that always gets 
bigger while also giving you the chance to win big-
money prizes. It's literally a win-win system.
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Partnerships come with their own custom pool on our 
protocol, here users stake $PARTNER  to earn more 
$PARTNER, fees generated on this pool go towards 
supplying the Prize pot of This pool. To seed the price 
pot further for partner pools a portion of the block 
emmision will go towards the prize pot. This way the 
pot doesnt stagnate and the reward keeps growing, 
incentivizing users to stake and partake in the partner 
pools.



To apply for partnerships please contact anyone from 
the official team.


PARTNERSHIPS

To ensure a fair system for all, Farmery wil be 
intergrating and utilizing chainlinks VRF oracle system. 
This way we can ensure no tampering can find place 
with the winning tickets.

CHAINLINK VRF
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ROADMAP - AMM

Use Farmy to browse the blockchain and find the best 
liquidity pools over the whole chain, Get the best 

prices and the fastest transactions when using our 
AMM. Use the build in portfolio tracker to keep track 
of all your assets and make trades at a lightning-fast 

pace. 
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ROADMAP - FARMPAD

The Farmpad expansion offers projects to launch 
their staking pool through our premium process, Get 
acces to our protocol and set up your own pool with 

custom parameters. Perfect if your looking to setup a 
secure staking pool and dapp for your projects.


A portion of the generated fees will go towards the 
main lottery to increase further rewards.
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